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Dedication

It is appropriate that there are two people worthy of this dubious
honor. The first would be Freddie Steele, who I am almost certain has moved on from this life. He was in his mid-40’s in the
year of 1959 and would be in his mid-90’s at this writing. I have
not seen nor heard of him, nor known of his whereabouts, since
that magical summer, but he still lives in my memory. He was a
man from the past even in 1959, and it is hard to imagine him
doing anything for a living other than abalone diving. It was a
dying vocation even back then, and it remains so today. Freddie
always pushed the boundaries of legality with everything he did,
and we were totally awed by him and his brash behavior. I
would find out much later that there were many life lessons
graphically presented by Freddie to my friend Bobby Landers
and me. Those lessons still remain embedded in my memory to
this date. I am also compelled to point out that most of those lessons were good ones.
The second person worthy of this dedication is Bobby
Landers (deceased), who was with me every step of the way and
shared all the adventures of that summer equally with yours
truly. We drifted apart through the years, as most childhood
friends seem to do, and I was saddened when I head about his
passing. He was a man who came from a humble beginning,

who did everything he could to better himself while raising a
family in rural California. It has been said that most people live
their lives in quiet desperation, and such could be said about
Bobby Landers. He struggled for everything he achieved and
died young from heart failure. Only the good die young, while
the ones like me seem to live forever.
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Preface

The idea of writing this book came to me slowly. It began when
many of those who had read Reflections and the Freddie Steele
story began telling me that this story was way too short. Although it was the longest story in the book, everyone seemed to
want more. Many times I heard the comment, “This story would
make a good book,” when referring to the Freddie Steele story.
The problem was that the story was a true account of the summer of ’59 and anything more would only be gilding the lily as
far as I was concerned. It was then that I began toying with the
idea of producing a work of fiction. I had never done this before,
and I wasn’t sure if I would be capable of it. Dialogue was completely new to me; and although I am an avid reader, I was
forced to look through other works of fiction to find out roughly
how it is done (I never paid attention to this before).
Finally, I sat down one evening and began the story. I found
out quickly that I had created a character that I didn’t like, and I
would be stuck with him for the entire book. This needed to be
changed. I began from the beginning once again, and finally
there emerged characters I could live with and the story began to
take shape. I then discovered that I was not creating enough
background information to allow the reader to “be there” when
reading the story. I remember mentioning to someone that I

would be working on this book for at least a year, and I believed
it.
After the third or maybe the fourth chapter (I’m not sure),
the story began to take on a life of its own. I found that I
couldn’t wait to get back to the computer to find out what would
happen next. On those few occasions when I was searching for a
way to continue the story, a simple walk normally worked wonders for me. Then I had to learn how to integrate the actions of
groups of characters into a single purpose. In no time at all, it
got to be a lot of fun, and I ended up completing the novel in 45
days—the rough draft, that is. I then spent another 45 days editing and enriching the story. My goal was always to write a book
that would be hard to put down, and those few critics who have
read the final draft have universally stated exactly that: “The
book is hard to put down.” (I hope they were not just trying to
save my feelings.) I was surprised when I discovered that a publisher was actually interested in my novel, and I still feel surprise
about that from time to time. It has inspired me to begin another
fictional story, for which I have nine chapters completed, using
the same characters.
The reader will find this book good entertainment for the entire family. Those of you who enjoy graphically explicit sex will
be disappointed here. It may help to sell books, but it diminishes
the value of the story, as does the use of bad language. The most
satisfying part of writing such a book are the comments people
make about how much they enjoyed it. This, above all else, is
the fuel that drives the train; and I thank you all in advance for
reading this book.

Chapter One:
JACK MORGAN

Jack Morgan sat quietly on the uneven boulders that formed the
breakwater for the Santa Barbara yacht harbor. He had been to
this location many times before, and the effect was always the
same. It was a place that few knew of and even fewer would risk
the incoming tides to reach. Jack had never seen another soul at
this small hidden pocket of seclusion, nor had he detected the
presence of anyone ever having been here. The misty outlines of
the Channel Islands faded in and out with the waning afternoon
sunlight. This visual effect was further heightened by the increased humidity brought in with the prevailing westerlies. Just
what was so compelling about those lonely uninhabited islands
that stimulated his imagination and hovered like a forgotten
lover just beyond his conscious mind? For that matter, Jack
wondered, why did he seem to visit this chilly pile of rocks so
often? Too many afternoons to count were spent here scanning
the horizon, hearing the harsh scream of the seabirds and the
crashing of the surf on the breakwater.
These islands were just far enough away to appear simply as outlines jutting up from the Pacific Ocean at the point of the horizon.
Why were these islands calling to him after all those intervening
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years? Was it just the restless soul of Jack Morgan beckoning him
once again to explore new places? Maybe it was all of these things
and more. And then, what was drawing him here to the breakwater
and why did he continue to come time and again to this hidden rocky
promontory?
Jack was a self-educated man with a formal education
scarcely worth mentioning; but he had always been an avid
reader who consumed volumes of literature on a regular basis.
One could say that Jack Morgan was well endowed with good
old country common sense, a trait that he inherited from his
mother’s side of the family. Another name for this common
sense thing was wisdom. Wisdom is an elusive thing that many
profess to have, but with which few are actually blessed. Jack
was one of the blessed ones.
Jack Morgan could also be characterized as a jack-of-alltrades and master of many, with his current employment as a fry
cook at an unpretentious coffee shop that catered to the working
class. Jack could also repair your car, start your diesel engine,
set a sail or weld a bead with equal skill, as well as many other
skills that had accumulated in his personal bag of tricks during
his 25 years of traveling about in North and South America.
Jack had first set foot on those distant islands some 20 years
past, when in the employ of that crusty old pirate Freddy Steele.
Freddy had disappeared from this part of the California coast
some years earlier, but the impact that Freddy had on young
Jack Morgan’s life was as clear today as though Freddy had
never left. It was not so much that Freddy had influenced his life,
which he had, but more that Freddy’s influence brought to life
the total Channel Island experience, although Freddy Steele actually played only a minor part. Jack would never admit it, but
he was becoming in some ways like Freddy Steele as he grew
older. To Jack’s credit, he had adopted Freddy’s good traits,
while discarding the bad ones. For reasons only God knew, Jack
was once again called to these forgotten isles, as though his
original experience there had merely whetted his appetite, with
the main course still waiting to be served. For whatever reasons,
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Jack Morgan could be found here woolgathering each afternoon
when time and his job permitted.
Try as he might, he only rarely saw the island of San Miguel,
the westernmost of the Channel Islands and also the most intriguing. Jack had been on this island several times before, and
each visit could be likened to visiting a holy shrine or a place of
spiritual power. There was a presence of peace and serenity
there that seemed to affect all who ventured upon its’ rocky
shores. One found oneself speaking in whispers as if normal
sounds would be a sacrilege to some island god. The other islands did not have the powerful effect of San Miguel. Jack wondered sometimes if it was just the imagination of his youth or if
this phenomenon was real. This was just one of the many questions Jack would like to find answers to someday.
After several hours of sitting in a cramped position, Jack
slowly stood up and stretched his lanky 45-year-old body. All
too soon a rush of pain flowed into his cramped extremities as
blood began circulating there once more. He stretched his limbs
several times, then began gathering up his simple belongings for
his hasty retreat from the incoming tide. It was nearing time for
his shift to begin at the Harbor Coffee Shop; and as much as he
disliked this job, he needed to make haste if he wanted to keep it,
as unrewarding as it was. The obnoxious butthead who owned
this greasy spoon had made it glaringly clear what would happen
to Jack if he were to be late again. With that thought in mind,
Jack left the harbor breakwater at a brisk pace. This job was one
that he needed badly right now; jobs in general were becoming
harder to find, even bad ones like this.
As Jack hurried up the trail through the eucalyptus grove that
partially hid the modest bluffs overlooking the yacht harbor, he
noticed the BMW convertible again parked at its usual location.
He tarried for a moment to check that the keys were in the ignition as usual. Whoever owned this very expensive automobile
should be a little more careful, he thought. After all, not everyone would be as honest as Jack, should an opportunity such as
this present itself. As he stood there next to the car while casually admiring its sleek lines, Jack thought he detected movement
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from the corner of his eye. As he quickly turned to get a better
view, there was nothing visible that he could discern.
“I must be getting paranoid,” he mumbled to himself as he
continued on his way. Out of reflex, Jack felt for his knife and
was quickly assured of its presence. Without giving the keys another thought, Jack hurried to the top of the hill, then on through
the downed fencing and onto the paving of Date Street. Winter
had arrived in Santa Barbara and the barren trees lining the street
seemed to further emphasize the dilapidated state of the
neighborhood. He continued on, past the random piles of human
discard and the many boarded-up structures, to the two-bedroom
apartment he shared with his girlfriend Susan French and her 12year-old son, Josh.
This was a side of beautiful Santa Barbara that few ever saw
or even knew existed, although there are places like this all across
America. It was a place that those who toiled at semi-skilled occupations or lived off the public dole called home. If there were a
menial task that paid minimum wage, one could be certain that
here or someplace just like this would be where the worker lived.
It was now more of a barrio than a slum. The strong Hispanic
presence had a calming influence on the neighborhood. Family
values were the norm here, regardless of the level of poverty. Jack
was always amazed at the strong work habits of these people, who
sometimes worked three jobs just to make ends meet.
It was nearing time for his shift to begin, and Jack needed to
hurry as he entered the apartment. He grabbed a clean uniform
from the hall closet, while glancing at the note left for him by
Susan. She and Josh had gone shopping and would be home
later. It sometimes amazed him how thoughtful she always was
about the little things that seemed to matter the most. Susan was
a simple person who accepted life on its own terms while always
playing the cards she was dealt. She was also an amazingly
happy woman who seldom complained about her lot in life. The
hold she had over Jack was that she had no hold and never tried
for one. The knowledge that he could leave at any time had kept
him here in Santa Barbara for nearing a year now—somewhat of
a record for staying in one place for Jack Morgan. Much like the
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words from the Glen Campbell song, Gentle on My Mind, “It
was knowing that the door was always open and the path was
free to walk.”
Susan was the only child of a missionary family and had
spent much of her early years in Ecuador. It wasn’t until Susan
was ready to enter high school that the family finally returned
from Central America. Because of this, Susan was bilingual and
equally at home here in the barrio and in American suburbia.
Susan was a comely woman who projected a powerful presence
wherever she happened to be. When Miss Susan walked into a
room, many conversations ceased and eyes turned to her regal
carriage. She was no beauty queen, but Susan radiated an inner
beauty that many, including Jack, found irresistible. Susan was
neither a clinging vine nor one who allowed herself to be dominated by others. She was simply a kind and gentle woman who
had never lost sight of the basic goodness of the human spirit.
She understood her responsibilities to Josh and to Jack, as well,
and always did more than her share to energize their relationship.
Susan also found Jack Morgan irresistible, as did Josh. Jack was
always considerate and thoughtful, and as an added bonus, was
not bad to look at. Susan was always conscious of the envying
looks thrown her way by unhappy females when the two were
out together in public. Jack had been a good companion for her,
and the only father Josh had ever known. It was getting hard for
Susan to imagine a life without Jack, although he had been here
for less than a year. This was as close to a happy family as Jack
had ever had; it was the major reason that he had stuck to his
poor excuse for a job. It was not the work that Jack minded but
the lack of respect shown him by his employer. This was the
main reason he resented going to work so much.
Jack donned his cooking whites on the run as he hurried the
six blocks to the Harbor Coffee Shop. He arrived with three full
minutes to spare. Georgie was waiting for him at the punch-in
clock, not speaking but merely glairing at Jack as he reached for
his time card and punched in. Georgie couldn’t hide the disappointment on his face because Jack had actually made it to work
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on time. He had been looking forward to giving Jack a major
tongue lashing; now it would have to wait for another time.
What was he thinking? Jack wondered. Were he to fire me,
someone would have to pull a double shift, or worse, Georgie
would have to cook; a job he hates even more than he dislikes
me.
“Lucky for you, mister, that you finally got to work on
time,” Georgie commented as he smiled through his nicotinestained teeth.
“I’m just naturally lucky, I guess,” Jack replied while moving quickly into the kitchen, more to avoid Georgie’s acid
tongue than to begin his shift. Georgie is a man who was truly
twice-cursed; he is both overweight and obnoxious. What a
cross to bear, Jack thought with a private chuckle as he turned to
his task of cooking for those fearless souls who would try to
cheat death once more by eating the food served at the Harbor
Coffee Shop.
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